Abstract-The minimum amount of information and the asymptotic minimum amount of entropy of a random partition which separates the points of a Poisson point process are found. Related information theoretic bounds are applied to yield an upper bound to the throughput of a random access broadcast channel. It is shown that more information is needed to separate points by partitions consisting of intervals than by general partitions. This suggests that single-interval conflict resolution algorithms may not achieve maximum efficiency.
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Abstract-The minimum amount of information and the asymptotic minimum amount of entropy of a random partition which separates the points of a Poisson point process are found. Related information theoretic bounds are applied to yield an upper bound to the throughput of a random access broadcast channel. It is shown that more information is needed to separate points by partitions consisting of intervals than by general partitions. This suggests that single-interval conflict resolution algorithms may not achieve maximum efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION L ET U = (UC'), uc2), . . . , U(v)) represent a random number N of random points in an interval [0, T] , listed in increasing order. That is, UC'), Uc2), 1 * . are a sequence of random variables (i.e., functions of o for o in some underlying probability space) with values in the interval [0, T] , such that with probability one V(')(w) < v(2)(o) < f . . , and N is a nonnegative, integer-valued random variable. Consider also a random partition A(w) = (A,(o), A2(ti); 1 .,ANcw)(a)) of theinterval [0, T] . Thus, for each o, A,(o), A2(ti);. .,A,,,,(@)(L~) are disjoint subsets of [0, T] . The random partition A will be said to separate U for a given w if each set A,(o) for 1 5 i I N(w) contains one of the points q(o) with 1 'j _( N(w). This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 . If A separates U for all o in a set of o's having probability one, then A is said to separate U. Usually in order for A to separate U there must be some statistical dependency between the random objects A and U. A measure of the dependence is the mutual information I(A; U). A main result of this paper, given in Section II, is the finding of the minimum (infimum to be precise) of the mutual information I(A; U) over all random partitions A which separate U when U is either a Poisson point process or when U consists of the order statistics of n independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0, T] .
Note that the partition sets Aj need not be random intervals. However, in Section IV we restrict our attention to partitions A for which the random sets Ai are random intervals. It is shown that separating partitions which consist of intervals must have a greater mutual information with U than the minimum needed for general separating partitions. Manuscript received October 10, 1980; revised October 26, 1981 . This work was supported by JSEP Grant N00014-79-C-0424. The material in this paper was presented at the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Santa Monica, CA, February 198 1.
The author is with the Coordinated Science Laboratory and Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801. The problems considered in this paper are motivated by the theory of conflict resolution algorithms-in particular the tree algorithm first considered by Capetanakis [4] and Tsybakov and Mikhailov [17] (which is related to an algorithm derived earlier by Hayes [7] ). Roughly speaking, the goal of a conflict resolution algorithm is to partition a population of transmitters in such a way that only one active transmitter is in each set of the partition, thus reducing conflicts among active transmitters. Furthermore, the algorithm must operate in a decentralized way with only small amounts of information available. Thus, lower bounds on the necessary amount of information needed to separate points can be translated into upper bounds on the possible efficiency of conflict resolution algorithms. This idea was first implicitly exploited by Pippenger [ 161. In Section III Pippenger's bound is improved by tightening up his method. Recently, tighter bounds have been developed by noninformation theoretic methods-see the remark following Theorem 3.
As noted in Section IV, the result of that section is also motivated by the still open problem of determining the maximum throughput for certain conflict resolution algorithms.
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II. THE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION NEEDED TO SEPARATE RANDOM POINTS
A random partition of an interval [0, T] is an ordered collection A = (A,, A,, . . . ) of disjoint random subsets of [0, T] '. Note that we have abused the term "partition" since we do not require that U,A, = [0, 7'1. Suppose that u = (U") . . .) UcN)) is a random vector such that each coordinate UC;) E [0, T] and such that the number of coordinates N is possibly random. A random partition A = (A,; . ., AN) is said to separate (or "encapsulate") U if with probability one A, fl {UC'), . . . , UcN)} contains exactly one element for each i. Clearly the partition A and the random vector U must be highly dependent. A measure of the dependence of U and A is the mutual information between U and A, and the main results of this section are to find for two different distributions on U just how large the mutual information between U and A must be if A separates U. We are mainly interested in the case where U = (UC') < . . . < UcN)) is a homogeneous Poisson point process with fixed rate A > 0 restricted to the fixed interval [0, T] . Thus, if I,; . . , Ik are disjoint (nonrandom) subintervals of [0, T] , then the number of the points of U in these intervals yield independent Poisson random variables with the expected number of points in I, equal to X X (length of Ii). An equivalent characterization of the distribution of U is that N is a Poisson random variable with mean hT and given N = n the conditional distribution of U has probability density The other distribution that we consider for U is the distribution with density (2.1) where n is some fixed positive integer (Theorem 2). The density (2.1) also arises when n independent, uniformly distributed random variables on [0, T] are arranged to be in increasing order. The main results of this section will now be stated. Their proofs follow some remarks. / Theorem 1: (Information of separating a Poisson point process) Let U = (U(') < . . . < UcN)) be the points of a homogeneous Poisson point process on [0, T] with intensity X > 0. Denote by 5 the set of random partitions (A,,. . .) AN) of [0, l] which separate U. Let p( Ai) denote 'Throughout this paper (8, Es, P) will be a fixed, complete probability space. It will be assumed that (8,%, I') is sufficiently large to accommodate the construction of various ensembles of random variables with consistent specified distributions. A random subinterval of R is an interval (A, B) = {x: A(w) < x < B(w)) (or [A, B) = {x: A 5 x 4 B), (A, B] = (x: A <x sB} or [A, B] = {x: A 5.x 5 B}) for each w, where A and B are possibly dependent real random variables defined on (8,9, P). To avoid measurability technicalities, each random set in this paper will be assumed to be a finite or countably infinite union of random intervals. Thus, for example, the Lebesgue measure of a random set is a random variable. Theorem 2: (Information of separating n independent uniformly distributed points) Let U = (UC') < . . . < UC")) be a random vector with probability density given by (2.1). Denote by S the set of random partitions A = (A,, . * *, A,) of [0, T] which separate U. Then for each A E 5, Theorem 1 can be considered as a corollary of Theorem 2 and the fact noted above that given N = n, U has conditional density (2.1). The inequality (2.5) and hence (2.2) are implicit in Pippenger [ 161. Note that if p( Ai) is small, this gives a large contribution to the right sides of (2.2) and (2.5). This justifies the intuitive reasoning that if p(Ai) is small, then the knowledge of A, narrows down the location of a point of U to a set of small measure, thus giving a relatively large contribution to I( A; U). An intuitive justification of (2.5) is as follows. U is uniformly distributed over a set with (n-dimensional) volume T"/n!. If an observer were told what partition A is, then he would know that U is contained in the set {u: u, -=I -0. ==z tin} n ( U A,(,) X . . * XL,,,,
where rr = (r(l);. ., v(n)) ranges over all n! permutations of 1;. ., n. This set has volume II:=,p(Ai). Thus, the volume of the region in which U could have been located is reduced by a factor of (T"/n!)/(fl:= ,p( A,)) when A is learned. The logarithm of this ratio represents the minimum (random) amount of information learned by observing A. The right side of (2.5) is simply the average of this bound. 5) Our main motivation in discovering (2.6) and its analog (2.3) was to see how tight the bound (2.5) is. As seen in the proof, equality holds in (2.5) if and only if conditioned on the partition A, the points of U are independently distributed uniformly over the corresponding partition sets of A. Thus, if for some reason such a uniform conditional distribution is not always possible, maybe the bound (2.5) on Z(A; U) in terms of the distributions of the lengths p(Ai) could be improved. Perhaps the main import of (2.6) is that this is not the case, at least when the partition lengths h( Ai) are constrained to be equal. That is, in proving (2.6) we show that when A is restricted so that p(A,) = + . . = p(A,), (this minimizes the right side of (2.5)), then the inequality (2.5) cannot be improved, except to perhaps a strict inequality. 6) On the basis of certain measure theoretic considerations, I conjecture that the infimum in (2.6) and (2.3) is not actually a minimum.
Proof of Theorem 1: We shall prove Theorem 1 using Theorem 2, which is proved below. Let A E S. Then N, the number of points of U, is completely determined by either A or U. Moreover, given N = n, A is a random partition which separates (UC'), . . . , UcN)), and the conditional distribution of (UC'), . * * , UcN)) given N = n is the same as the distribution of U in Theorem 2. Thus (2.5) of Theorem 2 immediately implies a lower bound on I( A; U 1 N = n). (2.9) Substituting (2.9) into (2.8) yields (2.2). By the same reasoning, but now using (2.6) instead of (2. = 0. This fact and (2.3) imply the final assertion (2.4). 0
Proof of Theorem 2: We shall prove (2.5) first. A quick proof of (2.5) is suggested in the fourth remark above. The following alternative proof keys on the conditional distribution of a single point of U given the set Ai containing it. A simple resealing argument shows that is suffices to prove Theorem 2 for T = 1. Thus, we assume T = 1.
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A random permutation 7~ = (r(l), . . .,7(n)) is called uniformly distributed if it takes on each of its n! possible values with equal probability. Choose a uniformly distributed permutation v = (7~( 1_), . . . L r(n)) which is independent of (A, U_), and define U = (U,, * 1 +, on) by q = Ucnci)). Note that U is uniformly distributed over [0, T] ". Let Y = (Y(l),..*, y(n)) be the random permutation of (1;. . ,n} such that q E Aucij for i = 1; 1 .,n. Note that y is also uniformly distributed. By the conditional independence of 0 and A given U and the fact that U is a function of 0,
where H, denotes differential entropy (see [3, p. 861, [15] ) relative to Lebesgue measure on [_O, 11". Since 0 is uni-
The second inequality results from the fact that the random set A,(,, is a function of (A, y). The third inequality is a consequence of the fact that P(a E A,,,,) = 1 and thus H,(q 1 AYciJ) is maximized when, conditioned on Aucij, a is uniformly distributed over Avci). Combining (2.10) (2.1 l), and the fact H,(o) = 0 yields (2.5).
Since (2.7) is a consequence of (2.6) and Sterling's formula, it remains to prove (2.6). One half of (2.6) ((2.13) below) follows from (2.5). Indeed, for any A E S,
by Jensen's inequality and the convexity of -log(x). Substitution of (2.12) into (2.5) yields bi$ Z(A; U) rlog$.
,8 (2.13) Equation (2.5) and hence Theorem 2 will now be established once we prove (2.13) with the inequality reversed. Let us first outline the proof. Examination of the proof of (2.13) shows that I( A; U) = log(n"/n!)
if and only if P(p(AL) = (l/n)) = 1 for all i and, given (A, y), then o,,, * * . , U, are conditionally independent and oi is uniformly distributed over Avcij. Although we conjecture that such a separating partition does not exist, we can construct separating partitions which exhibit approximately such behavior. (See Remark 5.) Since we want to construct a partition separating points with a specified conditional distribution of points given the partition, it is useful to work backwards and construct the partition first and then construct the random points. The thing to check at the end is that the unconditional distribution of the points has density (2.1). Unfortunately we cannot quite arrange this so a final step is required to patch up the argument. Next construct a random vector v = (v,,, * * *, vn) such that, given A v,, * * 1 , r, are conditionally independent and < is uniformly distributed over Ai C [0, 11. Clearly A is a separating partition for I? p is almost uniformly distributed over [0, 11". Indeed, define F C [0, 11" by F = u(Aj, X .a . XAJ, where the union is over all n-tuples of distinct j,, * . * ,j, E { 1,. . . ,M}. Then F has a probability density function fp with respect to Lebesgue measure pL, on [0, l] * satisfying f I;( V) 7 1 for 2) E F and f i( V) _( n ! for all v E [O, 11". Also, P(V E F) = ,u,,(F) = (M!/M"(M -n)!) 2 6, + 1 as M + + cc. It follows by the dominated convergence theorem that f&iv') = -i. ,l,fv(u)log f&j doMym 0. (2.14)
Combining (2.14) and (2.15) yields
(2.16) Define V = (Y(l), . * *, Vcn)) by requiring V(I) < . . . < y(n) and {v(i),. . .,I/(")} = {v,,. ..,v,}. We then have T/c') = cci,, where u = {u(l), . . . ,a(n)} is a random permutation which, by symmetry, is uniformly distributed and independent of V. Note, however, that u is a function of (V, A) In light of (2.18), if V were exactly (rather than nearly) uniformly distributed over {v E [0, lln: v, < . . . < v,} then the proof of (2.6) would be complete.
Let U = (IV');. . . , UC"') be uniformly distributed over {u E [O, l] As M -+ 00, I(A; V) + log(n"/n!), H(Z) = -6,log S, -(1 -S,)log(l -S,,) -+ 0, and H( B") -+ 0 since P(U E F) = S, + 1. This completes the proof of (2.6) and hence, the theorem. 0
III. AN UPPER BOUND ON THE EFFICIENCY OF CERTAIN RANDOM ACCESS ALGORITHMS
In this section we find an upper bound on the efficiency of any conflict resolution algorithm (CRA) for a Poisson model of active users and 0-, l-, e-feedback. To begin, we will describe the particular model used and describe how two well-known CRA's fit into the model.
Suppose that a large number of communication stations (called "users") must share a multiaccess broadcast channel such as a satellite relay channel, and suppose that some finite subset of the users (called "active users") actually have a data packet to transmit. Time is divided into slots. It is assumed that at most one packet can be transmitted in any one slot. If two or more transmissions take place in one slot, they "collide" and the transmitting users remain active. If exactly one transmission takes place in a slot, it will be successful and the transmitting user becomes inactive.
We assume that each user (or at least each active user) is assigned a point in a fixed interval [0, T] . We will mention three possibilities for this. First, the interval [0, T] may be coordinates of space, so that each user's point corresponds to his location. Second, [0, T] might represent a time interval and an active user's point might correspond to the time at which the user received a packet to transmit. A third possibility is that each user simply generates a number at random in the interval [0, T] . For example, the basic Capetanakis-Tsybakov-Mikhailov CRA [IO], [4] requires users to "flip a fair coin" to introduce randomization. For our purposes, we could pretend that each user has already flipped a fair coin an infinite number of times, and stored away the results ("predestination"). Then a user who generated the list R,, R,, -. . (Ri = 0 or 1) in this fashion could be assigned the number . R, R, . . . E [0, I] expressed in binary notation. Note that in each case each user knows the number assigned to him. Fig. 3 . Two examples of a conflict resolution algorithm.
(X,,. . . , Xi-, ), we must require that the set B, be a funcSince the total number of users is large and each has a small probability of being active it is reasonable to suppose that the points U = (UC') -C * * * < UcN)) in [0, T] corresponding to active users form a Poisson point process with some intensity h > 0.
Two particular conflict resolution algorithms are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The first is the basic tree algorithm of Capetanakis-Tsybakov-Mikhailov (see [IO] ). In our terminology, it is described.as follows. In the first slot, all active users transmit (i.e., B, = [0, T] ). Then for i 2 I, if there is a conflict in slot i (so Xi = e) then B,+, consists of the first half of B,. If there is not a conflict in slot i (so Xi = 0 or Xi = 1) then B,+, is the second half of the interval Bj where j is the largest index smaller than i such that all originally active users in the first half of B, have already transmitted. Note that since the distribution of a typical active user is uniform over the interval [0, T] , given that the user was involved in a conflict in slot i, the probability that the user will be enabled in slot i + 1 is one half, independently of which slots the user transmitted in during previous slots.
A characterizing feature of the conflict resolution scenario we are considering is that the users are not in direct communication (at least prior to the conflict resolution) so that each user has a limited amount of information about the status of the other users. We will use an information model which we call the 0-, I-, e-feedback model-it has been used in [9] , [4] and elsewhere. For this model it is assumed at the end of a given slot that all users are correctly informed of one of the three outcomes: 0) no users transmitted in slot;
The second algorithm illustrated in Fig. 3 is the basic ALOHA algorithm with retransmission probability one third. For simplicity, set T = 1. The set Bi is then given by the set of x in [0, T] with a zero in the i -lth place to the right of the decimal point in their base three representation. Thus, since the distribution of a typical active user is uniform over the interval [0, I] , the probability that an active user transmits in slot i is l/3, independently of which of the previous slots the user has previously transmitted in. For this example the sequence of sets ( Bi) does not depend on the feedback sequence (X,). 1) one user transmitted (successfully) in slot; e) two or more users transmitted (unsuccessfully) in slot.
Note that when e) occurs (a collision) the users are not informed of how many users were involved. The action of a CRA can now be described. For each slot i, the algorithm determines a subset B, of [0, T] such that all active users in B, transmit their packets in slot i. Then, by the 0-, I-, e-feedback assumption, at the end of the slot each user learns Xi, where Xi = 0, Xi = I, or Xi = e if B, contains zero, one, or more than one active user, respectively. Now at the beginning of slot i, each active user must know whether or not to transmit in the slot. That is, each user must know whether or not it is in Bi. Since the only information available to the users at the beginning of the slot is the past feedback information 2Note that it is not appropriate to let B, be an arbitrary randomized function of (X,;
, X,-,) because the lack of communication among the users would prevent them from agreeing on an outcome to the randomization. However, some realistic strategies do allow users to independently generate numbers to aid in their decision making. Although we require B, to be a (nonrandomized) function of (X,;.. .,X,-,), our framework can take into account such randomized strategies. Indeed, suppose that each user generates a number at random uniformly distributed in [0, 11. The digits in the binary expansion of such numbers would provide an infinite sequence of coin toss variables by which the users could make randomized decisions. As before, each user would also have a point in [0, T] VOL. IT-28, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 1982 A CRA is defined to be completely executed at the end of W slots if there are no more active users left after W slots and if, moreover, the feedback variables X,, . . .,X, indicate that no more active users are left. (Note, for example, it may happen that the initial number of active users N may be zero-however the CRA will not have completed execution until the feedback sequence X, = 0, x, = 0, ' ' ' is long enough to imply that N = 0). For the first example in Fig. 3 , the CRA completed execution after seven slots. On the other hand, unless the ALOHA algorithm is modified, it will never complete execution whenever X, = e because B, U B, U . . . U B,, does not cover the interval [0, l] for any finite 12.
If a CRA is completely executed in W slots, the efficiency of the algorithm is defined to be TJ = EN/EW = T/E W.
Consider those sets Bj corresponding to slots i with successful transmissions. These sets form a random partition of [0, T] which separate the active users. Thus, the bound of Theorem 1 can be applied to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 3: For any CRA as described above, n I v* * 0.7 11386, where q* is defined in Lemma 1 below. [5] . At present the best upper bound is 0.587, given by Tsybakov and Mikhailov [ 181. Bounds for different feedback models have number of slots i with 1 5 i I W such that (PO,;, Pl,i, P,,,, 1) E A. v is then normalized to be a probability distribution. The final step of the proof, given by Lemma 1, is to perform a maximization over certain probability distributions v. This maximization is achieved by showing that the maximizing measure is concentrated on a single point.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that Bi n Bj = 0 whenever i > j and Xi # e. If this were not already true, the algorithm could be modified to give a more efficient algorithm. For convenience, define Bi felt that the maximum efficiency is considerably smaller [ i=l than 0.587, and hopefully the techniques of these papers E quation (3.2) thus implies that3 can be combined to obtain a tighter upper bound. The maximum asymptotic efficiency of known CRA's for 0-, l-, 
P-3)
Proof: The idea of the proof is as follows. Consider Since (X,, X,, . * *) is a function of (X,; . .,X,+.), the some conflict resolution algorithm and then define the entropy of (X,; * ., X,) can be expressed as random variables These variables characterize the conditional probability distribution of the outcome of step i, conditioned on the outcome of the previous steps. Following Pippenger [ 161 we shall derive three inequalities involving these variables (see (3.1) , (3.3) , and (3.6)). We then note that the inequalities depend only on the distribution of ( po, i, p,, ;, p,, i, I) after averaging over slots i. The resulting probability distribution v, defined precisely below, can also be described as follows. For a set A, v(A) is proportional to the expected I! h(P,,i, PI,,> > 1 (3.4) i=l where h is the ternary entropy function defined by h(a, ,8) 4 -aloga -plogp -(1 -cr -@lo& -a -P).
'Our bound on TJ is smaller than Pippenger's bound [ 161 since his bound is based on (3.3) with p,,, + p,., replaced by P,,, only, which is weaker than (3.3) . The fact that p,,, I should be incorporated was suggested by Berger [I] . Denote the set of probability measures on Z by Z*. The expectation relative to any v E Z* is denoted for any bounded, Bore1 measurable function @ on Z. The algorithm induces a probability measure v E Z* which is conveniently defined by requiring that E g @P(P,,,, Pl,i, zi> &[@I = 1=l 1 EWI for any bounded Bore1 measurable function @ on Z. With this choice of v, (3.1) (3.3) , and (3.6) may be respectively rewritten (divide through by E[W] and use 17 =
Thus, an upper bound on TJ is ? * 2 vyx~E,[~,I> (3 -7) subject to the two constraints
The proof of Theorem 3 is completed by the following lemma, which is proved in the Appendix. Lemma 1: The maximum defining q* in (3.7)-(3.9) is achieved uniquely by a distribution v concentrated at one SEPARATE POINTS BY INTERVALS Let U= (U, < ... < U,) be a random vector in [0, T]" with the probability density (2.1). In Section II the minimum mutual information with U of a random partition which separates U was found. In this section we shall impose the additional constraint that each of the 12 sets of the separating partition consist of a subinterval of [0, T] . It will be shown that the minimum achievable mutual information with U of random partitions which separate U is larger when the partition sets are required to be intervals. The argument is based on the following simple observation: consider a partition consisting of intervals which separates U, < . . +<U,andfixaniwithl<i<n.Since the partition interval which contains U, must be contained in the interval [Ui-,, q+ ,I, the partition interval containing q must have length at most q+, -Q-,. Thus, when it happens that rl: + , -&, is relatively small, the value of V, can be deduced with high precision from the knowledge of the partition interval containing lJ. (For example, in Fig. 1, A4 ( wg ) is forced to be small.) This implies a lower bound on the mutual information of the partition with U.
Proposition 1: Let U = (U, < . * 1 < U,) be a random vector in [0, T] " with the probability density (2.1). Denote by S, the set of random partitions A = (A,, . . . ,A,) of [0, T] which separate U, and for which each of the random sets A,;. ., A, is a random interval. Then 1) Inequality (4.1) should be compared with the result lim .+co(l/n)inf, ESZ( A; U) = log e from Theorem 2. The inequality (4.2) should be compared with (2.6) which, for n = 2, becomes infAGS Z( A; U) = log2 = 0.693 log e. An interpretation of (4.1) is that it takes at least 7 percent more information to separate a large number of points by partitions consisting of intervals than by more general partitions.
2) Proposition 1 has implications for conflict resolution algorithms. A CRA is called a single-interval algorithm if during each time slot the collection of users enabled to transmit consists of a subinterval of [0, T] (as opposed to more general subsets of [0, T] ). It is shown in [14] that the algorithm achieving throughput 0.488 has the maximum asymptotic efficiency among all CRA's which are firstcome, first-serve, single-interval algorithms. Thus, if it turned out that these additional constraints were not effective, then 0.488 . . . could be the maximum asymptotic efficiency of any CRA. However, since by Proposition 2 we see that more information is required to separate the users by partitions consisting of intervals rather than by arbitrary partitions, we are led to conjecture that the maximum achievable efficiency for unrestricted CRA's is greater than the maximum achievable by single-interval algorithms. This, in fact, is our main motivation for presenting Proposition 1.
Proof: Suppose that U = (U, < . . . < U,) is a random vector in [0, T] " with the probability density (2.1), and suppose that A = (A,, . . * ,A,) E S,. Without loss of generality, assume that P(V, E Ai) = 1 for each i-if this is not already true, simply reorder the intervals A,(w),. . .> A,(o) for each w so that x E A,(o), y E Ai for i <j implies that x < y. The resulting partition still separates U and has no more entropy than the original partition since it is a function of the original partition.
It is clear that if Proposition 1 is true for one value of T then it is true for any T > 0. For technical reasons, we will set T = n. Define U, = 0 and U,, , = 1 and let Zi denote the length of Ai. Since the interval Ai is contained in the interval [Ui-,, LJ+ ,I, we have that Zi I Xi, where Xi = ZJ+, -Uip, for 1 I i I n. Elementary calculations yield that X, , . . . , X, are identically distributed with the beta density (4.8) Define F,(x) = (l/n)Z; =,&(x) where 4 is the distribution function of I, for 1 I i I n. Note that
and, by (4.6),
(4.10) (Since Zi I n for each i, the quantities on each side of (4.9) are well defined with values in the extended interval [-log n, + co) U { + cc}.) The constraint (4.5) implies that c(x) 2 F*(x) for each x < c, and hence also F,(x) 2 F*(x) for x < c. In addition, the fact P(Z, I n) = 1 for 1 I i I n implies that F,(x) = 1 for x 2 n. For x IO, define G(x) = F,(x) -F*(x). The above properties of F, and F* imply that G(0) = G(x) = 0 if x 2 n, that G(x) I 0 if x < c, and that G(x) I 0 if x > c. Also, by (4.8) and (4.1% Indeed, using (4.3) establishes the estimate
0 I x 5 L, (4.12) where E, + 0 as n -+ cc for any fixed L. This estimate implies that the constant c defined in Lemma 2 converges to (Y as n + cc and then lim ,,+*a,, = 6 is established using (4.12) and the dominated convergence theorem.
Solving (2 + a)eea = 1 for a yields that (Y = 1.146 and then a numerical integration yields that S = 1.07. Combining (4.4), (4.7) (4.8), and Sterling's formula lim,,, log( n"/n!) = log e proves (4.1).
For the remainder of this proof n = 2. Denote the right endpoint of the first partition interval A, by Y. Then by (4.4) for n = 2,
IE[-log(Z)] +log2=*1oge+log2, proving (4.2).
V. THE MINIMUM ENTROPY RATE OF PARTITIONS WHICH SEPARATE A POISSON PROCESS
In Section II the minimum amount of information needed to separate a Poisson point process UC') < . . . < UcN) was found. A natural related problem is to find the minimum entropy of the separating partitions. In this section a source coding argument is applied to show that the minimum entropy of separating partitions is asymptotically the same as the minimum information found earlier.
Theorem 4: Let UC') < . * * < UC'") be the points of a homogeneous Poisson point process on a fixed interval [0, T] Remark: The proof is based on Shannon's source coding theorem and the following idea. Mapping a point process into a partition which separates it can be achieved by a zero-distortion encoding of the point process into partitions. The appropriate measure of distortion between the point process and a partition is equal to zero if the points are separated by the partition and is equal to one if the partition fails to separate the points. follows immediately from (2.4). The reverse inequality must be proved by the construction of separating partitions with sufficiently small entropy.
For any T > 0 and integer n > 0, a Poisson point process UC') < . . f < Uc") on [0, T] with unit intensity can be decomposed into n independent Poisson point processes, each with total intensity h = T/n, by letting the i th subprocess consist of the points in (h(i -l), Xi] II {U"',. . .) UcM)}. If the ith subprocess is separated by a random partition of (h(i -l), hi] for each i, then the union of the n partitions forms a partition which separates (UC'), . . . ) UcM)). Hence, to prove the theorem it suffices to show that, given any e > 0, n and A are sufficiently large, and an independent Poisson point process Ui = (Ui") -=c . . . < q,CN,)), i r 1,. . . ,n, each with expected total count E[Ni] = h, then there exists a collection (A,;. .,A,) of random partitions such that Ai separates V, and -&4,,.
. . ,A,) I (1 + c)log e. Hence, since the distortion function d is bounded, the abstract alphabet, memoryless source coding theorem ( [3, p. 2811) implies that for any E' > 0, there is an n sufficiently large and a mapping e,: S" -+ 9" such that the range of e, contains at most enh('+2r/3) n-sequences of partitions and such that the following is true: If U,, . . . , U, are independent Poisson point processes, each with the same distribution as U, then E[d, ((u,,. ..,U,),(A~,...,A~))] SC', (5.3) where (A:; . .,ASf) = e,(U,; . -, U,). Define random variables Z,, . . . where h is the binary entropy function. By (5.3), (l/n)Z:,,P(Z, = 1) < C' and E' can be made arbitrarily small by choosing n large enough. Hence, since 6 and h are bounded, continuous and equal to zero at zero, the term involving the summation in (5.4) can be made less than (XC log e)/3 by choosing n large enough. The inequality (5.2) is then obtained, completing the proof. The following proof of Lemma 2 consists of three steps. The first step of the proof is to find a point (pi, p:, I*) in the interior of Z for which p: is a local extremum subject to the constraints (3.1 I) and (3.12) which, for now, are required to hold with equality. By the Lagrange method this is equivalent to finding the stationary point(s) of ('4.6) Equations (A.2) and (A.4) combine to yield X, = X,, so set X, = X, = X. Taking the difference of the left sides of (A.5) and (A.6) yields, after some manipulation, that I= 1 -e-l/", (A.71 Finally, using (A.2) to eliminate pO, (A.5) can be manipulated to yield p, = // (1 + (1 -/)e').
(A.81 Now, (A.2), (A.7), and (A.8) allow us to express the left side of (A.6) in terms of X (or I) alone. The resulting equation is readily solved using Newton's method. We find that (A. The proof of Lemma 1 is now easily completed. Suppose v E 2* satisfies the constraints (3.8) and (3.9) . Taking the expectation of each side of (A.9) relative to v and using (3.8) and (3.9) implies that E,(p,) '~7.
(It is crucial that A* > 0.) Moreover, equality holds if and only if v is concentrated on the point 
